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A DMB-TCA Simulation Method for On-Road
Traffic Travel Demand Impact Analysis
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Abstract—Travel Demands influence micro-level traffic behavior,
furthermore traffic states. In order to evaluate the effect of trav-
el demands on traffic states, this paper introduces the Demand-
Motivation-Behaviors (DMB) micro traffic behavior analysis model
which denotes that vehicles behaviors are determines by motivations
that relies on traffic demands from the perspective of behavior
science. For vehicles, there are two kinds of travel demands: reaching
travel destinations from orientations and meeting expectations of
travel speed. To satisfy travel demands, the micro traffic behaviors are
delivered such as car following behavior, optional and mandatory lane
changing behaviors. Especially, mandatory lane changing behaviors
depending on travel demands take strong impact on traffic states.
In this paper, we define the DMB-based cellular automate traffic
simulation model to evaluate the effect of travel demands on traffic
states under the different δ values that reflect the ratio of mandatory
lane-change vehicles.

Keywords—Demand-Motivation-Behavior, Mandatory Lane
Changing, Traffic Cellular Automata.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of cities especially in developing
countries, traffic congestion is becoming more com-

mon in urban traffic systems. It is a hot research point that to
analysis the reason of forming congestion phenomenon. From
the perspective of system science, congestion is emerging
from various kinds of traffic factors, such as travel demands,
infrastructures, traffic signal etc. Travel demands have strong
effect on traffic states. To analysis the effect is important to
understanding the congestion forming process.

Micro traffic models are aiming vehicles behaviors through
defining car-following and lane-changing rules. This paper
points out that the driving behaviors is decided by drivers
motivations and motivations come from travel demands of
drivers, which is based on the demand-motivation-behavior
reacting procedure of human beings integrated with processes
of vehicle motion on roads. We introduce the DMB micro
traffic behavior analysis model to explain the forming process
of the driving behaviors.

Car-following behaviors and lane-changing behaviors are t-
wo elementary class behaviors of vehicles. Lane-change can be
divided into optional lane change and mandatory lane change.
As stated above, travel demands include two aspects: one is to
reach travel destinations, another is to satisfy the expectation
of travel speed on roads. The motivations satisfying the first
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demands can cause mandatory lane-changing behaviors. The
latter causes optional behaviors. Therefore, we can analyze the
effect of travel demands on traffic states through mandatory
lane-changing behaviors.

We construct the DMB-based cellular automata traffic sim-
ulation with Matlab and complete simulation experiments
with different kinds of travel demands and mandatory lane
change ratios. The simulated results show that the traffic state
decreases with mandatory lane change ratio increasing caused
by traffic demands.

II. MICRO TRAFFIC CELLULAR AUTOMATA MODELS

As for traffic system modeling approaches, cellular automa-
ta on models (CA) is especially popular because of its simple
structure and discrete spatial and temporal variables, which
makes it easy to simulate the dynamical processes of a huge
number of interacting vehicles. After introduced firstly by John
von Neumann, CA has got a rapid and great development in
traffic systems.

Wolframs CA 184 can be viewed as a 1D traffic model, but
too simple [1]. In 1986, Cremer and Ludwig formally used
CA to traffic system modeling [2]. The first full-meaningful
traffic CA called NS model [3] was introduced by Nagel in
1992. Based on NS model, many CA models was put out with
some improvements, such as the speed-based NS extension
model[4], TT model[5], BJH model[6], the extension models
considering former cars speed [7], FI model [8] etc. All these
models focus on modeling the micro car following behavior
of vehicles.

Since almost all major highways have two lanes or more,
several researchers have constructed multi-lane models for
highway traffic. The first work in this area was done by
Rickert et al. [11], who designed a working model based on
the NaSch model. They noticed that checking for extra space
when switching lanes (’look-back’) is an important feature of
their model in order to get the realistic behavior of laminar
to start-stop traffic flow. Cremer and co-workers implemented
cellular automata lane changing rules which decided to apply
the rules or not according to if a slower car existed ahead
in the source lane and are there enough untaken cells of the
target lane. Nagatani has formulated an oversimplified model
for two-lane traffic in 1993 [9], and has extended it with adding
random parameters [10]. Wagner et al. [12] design a two-lane
simulation which accounts for a faster left lane which is to be
used for passing. Using simple rules, they are able to obtain
the realistic behavior that at higher overall densities, the left
lane has a higher density than the right one. They remark that
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this correct macroscopic behavior is fairly easy to obtain using
a CA model, and cite some failed attempts to simulate multi-
lane traffic using other types of models. Knospe et al. [14]
study heterogeneous two-lane traffic and find that even at low
densities, a very small amount of slower cars effectively cause
both lanes to slow significantly. Also, they note that a system
with mostly slow cars and a small percentage of fast cars is
almost identical to a system with all slow cars. Finally, Nagel
et al. [13] summarize the existing lane-changing CA models
and propose a general scheme according to which realistic
lane-changing rules can be developed.

As stated above, the existing works focus on the car-
following rule set and the lane-changing rule set of traffic CA
models. Besides, CAs should have the ability of observing the
emerging traffic states under different traffic travel demands.
On micro level, traffic travel demands are satisfied through car-
following behaviors and lane-changing behaviors. The lane-
changing behaviors can be divided into two kinds: the optional
and the mandatory. The differences between them include
two aspects: the motivation and the procedure after the lane-
changing conditions are not met. The difference of motivations
reflects the difference of traffic travel demands. The motivation
of optional lane-changing behaviors is to satisfy the demands
of driving faster. The motivation of mandatory lane-changing
behaviors is to satisfy the demands of reaching destinations.
When lane-changing conditions mismatched, the optional lane-
changing behaviors would be abandoned. On the contrary, the
mandatory lane-change would slow down the car and/or give
an avoiding signal to cars in the target lane.

III. THE DMB-BASED MICRO TRAFFIC ANALYSIS MODEL

According to the process from demands determining moti-
vations to driving behaviors forming, the Demand-Motivation-
Behavior micro traffic behavior analysis model describes the
relationships between micro traffic behaviors and traffic travel
demands.

Reaching
Destination

Achieving Desired
Speed

Route Judging Accelerating

Car Following Lane-Changing
(Optional, Mandatory)

Demands

Motivation

Behaviors

Fig. 1: The Structure of the DMB model

The demands of vehicles on roads include two parts: reach-
ing travel destinations and achieving desired speed. The first
is one of the elementary needs of traffic activities. The second
reflects another kind of the elementary needs of travel speed
during a trip.

As traffic demands generated, the corresponding traffic
motivations is determined. Similar to the classes of traffic

demands, micro traffic motivations can also be stated in two
kinds: route judging and accelerating. The first kind of traffic
motivations, aiming to satisfy the demand of reaching traffic
destinations, causes car-following behaviors and (optional and
mandatory) lane-changing behaviors. The second is to satisfy
the demand of achieving desired speed that causes optional
lane-changing behaviors. Traffic motivation as the core of DM-
B model connects traffic demands and micro traffic behaviors.
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Fig. 2: A Simple Example for Route Judge (I1-I4 are inter-
sections. A, B and C represent the traffic orientations and/or
destinations. Car 1 and Car 2 are set to departure from A on
the straight lane, whose destinations are B and C respectively.)

In the example, the traffic travel demand of Car 1 is from
A to B. Its motivation determines the car should turn left at I1
which causes a mandatory lane-changing behavior. Car 2 with
C as its traffic destination can turn left or go straight through
at I1 which causes an optional lane-changing behavior.

The example simply explains how one kind of traffic
demands of a car determines its micro behaviors. During a
trip, a driver decides to change lane or not according to the
expectation of speed, the neighboring cars speed and position,
the drivers personalities, etc. This kind of traffic demands can
cause an optional lane-changing behavior only.

Traffic demands have a significant impact on macro traffic
state by taking an effect on micro vehicles traffic behavior.

IV. THE DMB-BASED TRAFFIC CA SIMULATION MODEL

A. The Structure of DMB-TCA

The traffic models, aiming to investigate how micro traffic
variables affect the macro traffic state, should firstly define
corresponding parameters, such as the basic information of
urban road sections, types of lane, bus station information,
characteristics of drivers behaviors, types of vehicle, rules
of departure, signal timing, etc. Secondly, the model should
determine the micro state update rules including car following
rules, lane-changing rules with different types of vehicle as
well as drivers decision-making process.

From a functional perspective, the traffic flow simulation
model based on cellular automata consists of the cell space,
the vehicle space, the departing rules and control information
module, the state updating module and the result display
module, as shown in the figure. The updating module is the
core of the traffic flow simulation model which is responsible
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for updating each vehicles state and ultimately implementing
the whole cellular space updated.

Cell Space
(lane types, properties of lane,

etc.)

Vehicle Space
personality, Tyeps of

vehicle, etc

Updating Module
demand decomposition, motivation analysis,
car-following rules, lane-changing rule

Results Display Module

Other Information
proportion of vehicles,

departuring rules, signal
timing,etc

Fig. 3: Basic Structure of the Traffic Flow Simulation Model
Based on Cellular Automata

The basic mechanisms of the updating module are shown
in the following figure. The mechanisms contain two parts
contents: one is that a new vehicle is added to the cell
area which is determined by the departure density and the
proportion of the type of vehicles; the other one is that existing
vehicles in the cell area update their own states. For each
vehicle, firstly, the demands ought to be determined. Secondly
the motivation should be analyzed according to the demands.
Finally, the motivation brings about the behaviors causing
updating states. The demands can be presented in two aspects:
the route selection determined by traffic travel demands and
the expectations to better driving state (higher speed). The
motivation is formed to meet the demands through analyzing
traffic demands. The motivation also could be divided into two
kinds: to reach travel destinations and to get better driving
state. Motivation is the reason or reasons for engaging in
a particular behavior. Micro traffic behaviors include two
classes: the car-following behavior and the lane-changing
behavior. The behaviors cause the individual vehicle state
updated, eventually the macro-traffic state changed.

Vehicle departure module
density of vehicle departure

proportion of types of vehicle

Time t

t=t+1

Demand analysis

Motivation
analyasis

Car-following
behavior

Lane-changing
behavior

Information
of

neighboring
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nth car
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Fig. 4: Rules for Updating State

The figure below illustrates the process from the traffic moti-
vation analyzing to the vehicle state updating, which describes
the difference between the mandatory lane-changing behavior
and the optional lane-changing behavior. The optional lane-
changing behavior meets the needs to improve travel speed
and the mandatory lane-changing behavior aims to meet the
demand of reaching travel goals. If the lane changing condition
is not satisfied, the vehicle with the optional lane-changing
behavior would give up changing the lane and continue
the following behavior. But the vehicle with the mandatory
lane-changing behavior would decelerate to wait or send the
avoiding signal to the vehicle behind in the target lane, until
completing lanes change.

Motivation Analysis

Optional Lane-
Changing

Mandatory Lane-
Changing

Updating

Car-Following
Behavior

Lane-Changing
Behavior

Condition Judging

No

Condition Judging No

Decelerate to wait
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Yes
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Fig. 5: The State-Updating Process

B. DMB-TCA

According to the basic idea of DMB model, this paper
establishes traffic flow cellular automata based on ”demand-
motivation-behavior” model (DMB-TCA), which is defined as
a tuple below.

DMB − TCA =

{A(Δx, LN,LL, T,Δt), Rtraveldemands,F,Φ, finit ∈ F}
Where, A is the domain, made of spatial cells of size

Δx, lane numbers LN and spanning a region of lane length
LL, while the quantity Δt is the time step and T/Δt is the
number of iterations during which DMB−TCA will be run.
Therefore, processes with time scales between Δt and T can
be represented and spatial scales ranging from LN × Δx to
LN ×LL can be resolved. The state of the DMB− TCA is
described by an element of F (space of states) and it evolves
according to the update rule Φ : F → F that mainly includes
the car-following rule set and the lane-changing rule set (note
that formally both F and Φ depend on the discretizations
(Δx,Δt).
Rtraveldemands represents the proportion of the travel de-

mands. R = {(ril : ris : rir)|i ∈ [1, LN ]} means the proportion
of travel demands, in which (ril : ris : rir) defines the ratio
of left-turning vehicles, straight-going vehicles and the right-
turning vehicles in the lane i. So the proportion of vehicles
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with mandatory lane-changing behavior can be calculated by
the following formula.

δi =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
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, the lane i is the right turning lane

The total proportion of the mandatory lane-changing can be
calculated by the following formula.

δ =
LN∑
i=1

(qi × δi)/
∑

qi

where: qi is the number of vehicles entered the cell area at
the lane i.

C. Car-Following Rules and Lane-Changing Rules

The traditional car-following rules and lane-changing rules
will be used. The relevant parameters include velocity, ran-
domization probability, the minimum safety distance, the prob-
ability that the car behind give way for the changing car in
the target lane and so on.

1) The Car-Following Rule Set: The car-following rule set
is defined as following based on NaSch model.
(1) Acceleration: vn (t+ 1)→ min(vn (t) + 1, vmax)
(2) Slowing down:vn (t+ 1)→ min(vn (t+ 1) , dn)
(3) Randomization (with probability p):

vn (t+ 1)→ max(vn (t+ 1)− 1, 0)
(4) Car motion:xn (t+ 1)→ xn (t) + vn (t+ 1)

vn (t) is the velocity of the car n at the time t. dn = xn+1−
xn−ln+1 means the number of the cells between the car n and
the car n+ 1 ahead. The length of the car n+ 1, recorded as
ln+1 , means the number of the cells which the car n+1 taken.
The randomization probability is q. The maximum speed is
vmax.

,n backgapbackv

nv 1nv

otherv

ngap

,n othergap
lall ne_1lane_1
lall ne_2lane_2

Fig. 6: Declaration of the Lane-Changing Process

2) The Lane-Changing Rule Set: The constraint conditions
of the optional lane-changing behavior are following.
(1) gapn < min{vn + 1, vmax}
(2) gapn,other > gapn
(3) gapn,back ≥ vback + 1

gapn is the numbers of the cells between the car n and the
car n + 1 in the same lane; gapn,other , the can n and the
car ahead in the target lane; gapn,back, the car n and the car
behind in the target lane. Especially, gapn,other and gapn,back
can be negative when the car n and the car ahead or behind
in the target lane has overlaps. The condition (1) means that
the car n cannot get accelerated in the lane. The condition (2)
indicates the driving condition in the target lane is better than

the source lane. The condition (3) is set for safety which can
avoid the crash between the car n and the car behind in the
target lane after lane change.

The car n will change the lane when the above three
conditions satisfied. The lane-changing rules are following:
(1) Acceleration:vn (t+ 1)→ min(vn (t) + 1, vmax)
(2) Slowing down:vn (t+ 1)→ min(vn (t+ 1) , gapn,other)
(3) Randomization (with probability p):

vn (t+ 1)→ max(vn (t+ 1)− 1, 0)
(4) Location update:xn (t+ 1)→ xn (t) + vn (t+ 1)
(5) Lane update

The constraint condition of the mandatory lane-changing
only concludes the condition (3) of the optional lane-changing.
The mandatory lane-changing rules are same as the optional
lane-changing rules. When the constraint conditions of the
mandatory lane-changing unsatisfied, the car gives an avoiding
signal to the car behind in the target lane. The car behind in
the target lane accepts the requirement with the probability p.
After the car behind accepted, the car changes lane without
considering the safe distance. If the car behind in the target
lane rejected, the car n decelerates before the deadline until
completing lane change.

,n backgapbackv

nv 1n

otherv

ngap

,n othergap
lane_1
lane_2

,n deadlineD
deadline

Fig. 7: Declaration of the Mandatory Lane-Changing Process

The mandatory lane-changing rules are following if the
condition (3) is not met.

1) The car gives an avoiding signal to the car behind in the
target lane. The car behind in the target lane accepts with
the probability p. Only if the condition gapn,back ≥ 0
and gapn,other ≥ ln are met, the car n can change lane
without considering the lane-change constraint condition
(3).

2) Slowing down:
vn (t+ 1)→ min(vn (t) , gapn,other, Dn,deadline)

3) Randomization (with probability p):
vn (t+ 1)→ max(vn (t+ 1)− 1, 0)

4) Location update:xn (t+ 1)→ xn (t) + vn (t+ 1)
5) Lane update
Dn,deadlinemeans the number of the cells between the car n

and the deadline. The deadline is the maximum position until
which the car n must complete the lane-change.

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Experiments

The impact of traffic demands on the traffic flow state
is investigated in this paper. At the microscopic level, the
traffic demand is reflected in the proportion of mandatory lane
change. We adjust the proportion of traffic demands in the
system to change the proportion of mandatory lane change.
Consequently, the traffic flow characteristics would change. In
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the experiments, we set a three-lane system, in which each cell
length equals 1.5m, a car occupies 5 cells. The simulating
parameters are set as follows: lane length LL = 300(cells)
, maximum velocity vmax = 15(cells per Δt), total time
T = 2000 and each step time Δt = 1s.

B. Result Analysis

Four experiments are compared in this paper. The exper-
imental results are shown as following. Figure 8 shows the
comparison among the different traffic demand, where the
proportion of mandatory lane change δ values: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5
and 0.7.

Fig. 8: Comparison of Speed

We conclude that the greater the proportion of mandatory
lane change δ values, the faster the velocity declines. More-
over, the mean velocity will be at a lower level. As shown in
figure 9, with δ values becoming greater, the more the number
of stops is.

In Figure 11, the traffic state becomes worse with the δ
value increasing. As seen in Table 1, the traffic travel demand
has a significant impact on traffic state reflected by a series of
traffic variables, i.e. capacity, delay and number of stops.

TABLE I: Comparison Of Flux, Delay And Times Of Stop

Actual Flux(veh/h) Average Delay(s) Ave. Number of Stops
δ=0.1 1108 98.19 6.7
δ=0.3 948 139.54 11.8
δ=0.5 862 152.16 13.6
δ=0.7 744 211.28 17.6

Experimental results show that the effect of demand on the
traffic state variables, such as traffic flow, velocity, density,
etc. is significant. The proportion of mandatory lane change
δ can be calculated by defining the traffic travel demand
proportion. Through the experiments, we find out the strong
relation between the travel demand and the traffic state.

Fig. 9: Time-Location Relationships
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Fig. 10: Flux-Time-Location Relationships

Fig. 11: Flux-Density Relationships
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VI. CONCLUSION

A demand-motivation-behavior (DMB) model based cellular
automata is presented in this paper which aims to investigate
the impact of the traffic travel demand on the traffic state.
The proposed model explains the relationship between travel
demand and traffic behavior by comparing the macro traffic
state with different micro traffic demands. The traffic travel
proportion, car-following model, lane-changing model and
mandatory lane-changing proportion δ are described in the
proposed model. The paper designs four groups of simulation
experiments with different values of δ. The parameter δ reveals
the change of the traffic demand proportion. Experiments show
that the travel demand takes an effect on the macro traffic state
significantly. With the value of δ increasing, the macro traffic
state becomes worse.
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